A generalized model of percolation encompassing both the usual model, in which bonds are occupied with probability p and are vacant with probability (1−p), and the model appropriate to the statistics of lattice animals, in which the fugacity for occupied bonds is p and that for unoccupied bonds is unity, is formulated. Within this model we discuss the crossover between the two problems and we study the statistics of large clusters. We determine the scaling form which the distribution function for the number of clusters with a given number of sites n assumes as a function of both n and p. For p near p c we find that the distribution function depends on percolation exponents for u=n(p c −p) Δ p small, where Δ p is a crossover exponent, and on exponents appropriate to the lattice-animals problem for large values of u. We thus have displayed the relation between the two limits and show conclusively that the lattice-animals exponents cannot be obtained by any simple scaling arguments from the percolation exponents. We also demonstrate that essential singularities in the cluster distribution functions for p>p c arise from metastable states of the Potts model. 
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, considerable effort has been devoted to the study of the statistics of clusters on a lattice. ' ' Both site and bond clusters can be defined.
Site clusters occur in lattices in which sites can be either occupied or vacant and consist of groups of adjacent occupied sites. Bond clusters occur in lattices where bonds are either occupied or vacant and consist of groups of sites connected by occupied bonds. In this paper we will concentrate on the case of bond clusters. The statistics of large clusters depend on the rules for occupying bonds. In the lattice-animal problem occupied bonds are weighted with relative probability p and vacant bonds with relative probability unity. This model also describes the statistics of branched polymer in the dilute limit if p is interpreted as the fugacity for bond formation. 4 In the percolation problem bonds are occupied with probability p and are vacant with probability (1 -p). For the percolation problem one often considers B(n,p), the average number of clusters per site containing n sites. Near the percolation threshold at p = p"numerical evidence"' supported also by field-theoretic and e-expansion studies ' " of the one-state Potts model, shows that B(n,p) scales as B(n,p) =n 'C(n(p -p, ) so that f' is the free energy corresponding to Z'. Now consider a particular cluster, C, at some fixed position on the lattice. For this cluster we define its perimeter bonds as the set of unoccupied bonds at least one end of which intersects the cluster (see Fig.   1 ). Let C' be the union of C with its perimeter
bonds. There will be many graphs g(C') in which C' appears, and only these graphs contribute to the terms in the sum of Eq. (2.6) involving C. In Eq. 
x, x V and the inverse susceptibility is given by
(3.12)
where Co is a normalization constant and ' '] I'"= (r'+2wH') ' N, (n, p, q) =(2rr) ' '(3/2) (3.34) 8(n, p) =(2m) ' 'n ''exp( --, ((') =e" G( I ') ' [t(0) +w (0)b@ (0)] . (4.25) On the other hand, for cluster statistics near percolation, g (0) is zero at the critical point and the 4' dependence of g (0) is important: where t(l) is r(l) evaluated at qr = qr, . We are now in a position to investigate the equation of state. At the critical point, I","', is zero, so that I", , ", (K,g, 9', ) is and g (0) = w'T = w'qt -w'[ -rp+(rp+2wH) ' '] Fig. 1 ).
Lattices are characterized by the number of clusters per site, A (nq, n~, n, ) containing nq bonds, n~p erimeter bonds, and n, sites. Generating functions for A (nq, n~, n, ) can be obtained by assigning weight factors p, q, and e 0 to bonds, perimeter bonds, and sites. Familiar statistical problems correspond to special cases of these weighting factors. For example the probability P(n"p) of having a percolating clusters with n sites is obtained by setting p & 1, q = 1 -p, H =0, and summing over nb and n~. Similarly, the number of animals, A (n~), with nq bonds is obtained by setting p = q =1, H =0 and summing over n, and n~.
We have shown how one can use the free energy, f, of the one-state Potts model in a field and in the presence of a uniaxial anisotropy field to obtain the generalized generating function for A ( nq, n~, n, ). We find that two types of critical points appear in f. One describes the statistics of animals and has critical corrections to mean-field theory belo~eight dimensions; the other describes percolation and has corrections to mean-field theory below six dimensions. The percolation critical point is a multicritical point that is unstable to the animals critical point. The animals critica1 behavior occurs only at negative H.
Thus the critical properties of any function such as moments of P(n, p) evaluated at H =0 will be controlled by the percolation critical point. Most functions, however, involving negative 0 will exhibit crossover from percolation to animals critical behavior. Thus P(n, p) which is obtained from fby a Laplace transform with respect to H is controlled by the percolation critical point for n less than a crossover value, n", and by the animals critical point for n larger than n', The value of n' depends on dimen- Cluster functions such as P(n, p) are known to exhibit essential singularities at large n of the form exp( -const n' i~) when an infinite cluster exists.
We have shown that these singularities emerge from metastable states of the Potts model in a negative field analagous to those studied by Langer for the Ising model. Using scaling arguments, we determine the dependence of the coefficient of n' ' on p -p, . Note addedin proof Since this. paper was submitted, several other papers relevant to this paper have appeared. The lattice animals problem has been related to the Yang-Lee edge singularity in a random imaginary magnetic field [G. Parisi and N. Sourlas, 
